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INTRODUCTION
OUR MISSION STATEMENT
We strive to offer affordable, high‐quality basketball opportunities for Duluth‐area youngsters in grades
5‐8. In doing so, we hope our players learn the core values of teamwork, accountability, hard work and
perseverance. We will turn no youngster away.

How do we live out our mission statement and why it is important?
In DABA’s mission statement we acknowledge we want to provide basketball opportunities to hundreds
of 5‐8th grade boys and girls. Our mission states that we will turn no youngster away, which is one thing
that sets us apart from other youth sports organizations. DABA provides a unique niche in the Duluth
area for ALL youth to have an opportunity to learn and play basketball. If this league did not exist the
majority of those kids would not have a place to play.
DABA needs to continue to maintain and increase the number of players enrolled in the leagues. One
idea for the future could include expanding from 5th‐8th grade to 5th – 12th grade. A focus should also be
on expanding the number of girls in the league as those numbers are dwindling. Increasing numbers of
youth is vital to the league in order to have enough competition for all of the players.
DABA’s mission statement also addresses focuses on teaching the core values of teamwork,
accountability, hard work and perseverance. Each coach is responsible for teaching and modeling these
values to their team during practice and games. Training on these core values and ideas on how to
incorporate them into basketball will be provided during coaches training.

What are some of the issues with youth basketball ideology today and how can
we improve them?
Our society has made youth sports adult driven. Adults designed leagues based on their beliefs or
experiences on competition and development, rather than on research. This philosophy creates leagues
where competition and development of only elite players and fierce competition become the main
objectives. While many can agree in concept that adult driven youth activities can be harmful, many
think that it is necessary because players need to be competitive to improve. Research shows that this
philosophy started at young age’s increases number of youth athletes who quit playing, as opposed to a
philosophy that focuses on age appropriate development in sports.
According to several studies, 70% of children quit by the age of 13. One study from the book, How to
Win at Sports Parenting: Maximizing the Sports Experience for You and Your Child, explored reasons why
children quit. For this study, 5800 children were surveyed and five main reasons emerged.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lost Interest
They were not having fun
It took up too much time
The Coach wasn’t a good teacher
There was too much pressure
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When asked what changes would get them involved again they responded:
1. If practices were more fun
2. If I could play more
These are all things that a coach can control! So what makes a practice more enjoyable and engaging?
Here is a list of suggestions provided from the same study:


Try your best



When a coach treats their players with respect



Getting playing time



Playing well together as a team



Getting along with teammates



Exercising and being active



Working hard



When a coach encourages the team



Having a coach who’s a positive role model



Playing well during a game

Most of these reasons are focused on effort and positive coaching. Performance is also important, but
not necessarily the way that adults would think or experienced in their youth. Winning was never
mentioned. However, getting playing time and playing well in games are important to children.
Performance can also be influenced by coaching. If players are engaged and having fun, their effort and
focus goes up, which can make them a better players over time. Coaches at the youth level should
choose to give playing time to all team members to help promote fun, engagement, and inclusiveness.
Under most modern youth sport models competition is promoted early, often, and tryouts are
prevalent. Pressure from leagues, coaches, and parents are often focused on winning. Many leagues,
coaches, and/or parents push children to train and practice year round. This promotes a culture of early
specialization and encourages athletes to train before they are developmentally ready.
The belief that early specialization is the best way to produce elite athletes is a myth that is debunked
by research.
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According to the Changing the Game Project founder John O’Sullivan: “Stats show that only about 10
percent of elite 10‐year‐old athletes are still elite at 18. Only eight percent of Nobel Prize winners and
world champions were child prodigies”
Also from John O’Sullivan is a guide on training and specialization in sport based on research:
o
o
o

Prior to age 12: 80% of time should be spent in deliberate play and in sports OTHER THAN the
chosen sport!
Age 13‐15: 50/50 split between a chosen sport and other athletic pursuits
Age 16+: Even when specialization becomes very important, 20% of training time should still be
in the non‐specialized sport and deliberate play.

These recommendations are a contrast on societal norms. Children are often pushed into sports early
with the hope that it will help them become elite athletes later in life, despite the fact that research
does not support this.
In another study that surveyed 376 female Division 1 intercollegiate athletes, it was found that the
majority had their first organized sports experiences in other sports. Only 17% had previously
participated exclusively in their current sport. The majority simultaneously participated in individual
sports.
Recently, there has been a movement in social media against early specialization. Much of this has
come from division 1 athletic coaches stating that they do not recruit single sport athletes. While this is
good, again, our decisions are being based on what we think will help children become elite athletes.
2% of high school athletes get a division 1 scholarship each year. Now calculate that based on all of the
athletes that ever played a sport and quit. As a youth coach, if your player gets a D1 scholarship they fall
into the less than 1% category of all the participants that ever played in their age group. This should be
enough evidence to support a different type of youth sports program.
DAYBA’s challenge is to not fall into the trap that other programs do, but to remain focused on the
mission statement. There is a need to change our youth sports culture, starting with a values based
organization that coaches based on research based evidence.
The JR NBA recently released competitive guidelines per age group for basketball.
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Why aren’t players as skilled as they used to be? What can be done to fix it?
How should fundamentals be taught?
Largely, over the last 20 years these questions have been answered by playing more games, being more
competitive earlier, working on unopposed drills under the guide of coaches and trainers, and having
more off season practices.
Clearly, these are not working and the research actually opposes most of these practices. This manual
will look at the research on how skills should be taught, and how players should be coached.
Coaches need to shift their focus away from being an authoritarian coach and focus on putting players
first. This is the start to shift the culture of youth sports that is more favorable for the young athletes
involved. Below is a list 10 of the top things a coach should focus on.

Player Centric Coaches
1. It’s about the players. All of them. Not you. As a coach you must put your players first in
everything that you do. It can be a tough and thankless role. The goal should be to help your
players at all costs and always think of ways to make their experience better and engaging.
2. Make practiced fast paced. No lines, limited breaks (give them water, but make it quick, unless
they need it!), move from one game/drill to the next every 5‐10 minutes unless engagement and
intensity is high.
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3. The majority of practice, especially for developing players, should be games based. This doesn’t
mean only 5 on 5, but small side games and drills with game like situations are best. Always
have an offense and defense. There is so much you can do with 1v1, 1v2, 2v1, 2v2 ,2v3, and up,
with a variety of foci.
4. Don’t stop practice after every mistake. Create a game in which they can learn the skill and
concept within and allow them to learn from their own mistakes. It is best to stop after several
repetitions or when a game concludes. Give feedback, then try it again.
5. Don’t use criticism. Use concise, specific teaching points. See 6 and 7 for what to avoid.
6. Don’t use vague language or clichés and expect it to correct a mistake. Identify the issue and be
specific. Avoid: “Come on”, “Work harder”, “ You have to want it more” , “Give 110%”, “There is
no I in team”, “Keep your head up” , “Play smart”, “Play together” and other like phrases
7. Don’t use what I call “Captain Obvious” coaching. Your players know in general what they did
was an error. They just need to learn why they did it and what they can do to fix it. Avoid:
“Have to have it”, “Make good passes”, “No bad passes”, “You have to make that shot”, “Play
defense”, “No turnovers”, “make good decisions,” or other obvious statements
8. Pick 3‐5 values and discuss them every time you see the team. This can be simple: Positive
attitude, Effort, Teamwork, and Commitment are great ones to talk about. Tie these values to
everything you do as a team.
9. Don’t be afraid to coach character. If players are being arrogant or selfish, teach them about
humility, etc. Pick compassion or honesty as one of your team values. Not every player will be a
star, but every player can be a good person on and off the court. It is crucial that players learn
traits that will help them in all areas of their life.
10. Think about making a real connection with your players. Be a positive influence in their lives.
Get to know about them as people. Ask about their interests outside of basketball. Learn about
their families. Once you show them you care they will care more about you and the instruction
you give them. It is all about being a relational coach!

Remember, youth teams are for the players. Take time to plan each practice and think about how you
will help the players learn what you are teaching. It is important for the coach to understand why they
are coaching the way they are and how kids are learning what they teach. Coach John Wooden
famously said “You haven’t taught until they have learned”.
Below is a list of things a coach should NOT do:








Lower expectations
Remove challenges
Go easier on players in unhealthy ways
Lower the intensity
Allow mistakes to go uncorrected
Allow players to make all of the decisions
Allow players to lower their standards for themselves
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Player centric coaches are still challenging and demanding. The challenges are just conducted in a way
that helps the mindset of the player. The coach is focused on building real relationships and helping
players become good citizens on and off the court.

What needs to be practiced?
A coach must make the most of practice time for players to learn during a youth basketball season,
when time together is usually limited. Understanding exactly what a drills purpose is paramount. In
addition to this, it is also important to understand how a child learns a skill and what exactly a skill is.
First, we have to agree on what the actual objective of a basketball practice is. Most coaches would
answer that they would like their players to “get better” or “work on skills”. These are obvious answer
and we all want that as coaches. But get better at what, and work on what skills? The answer is that
ultimately an improvement in game performance is the desired outcome. We get this by “working on
skills”. We just need to identify those skills and help the players learn how to perform better.
Practice is not about improving in practice. We want players to learn so that it is transferred into game
performance. Improving on something is hard, painful, fun, challenging, and much more. To improve,
you much push the limits of the level you are already at. This will undoubtedly lead to many mistakes
and possible frustrations. As a coach we need to understand that these mistakes are ok. We should not
be criticizing players, but cultivating the environment in which they can grow. The focus then must be
on the players and giving them what they need to learn.
There are many components to coaching successfully. The successful coach knows how to reach young
people and coach with the goal of helping their players succeed in life and basketball. Coaching is not
just running players through drills. It is using an understanding on how players are motivated, building
the right mindset, and using knowledge of skill acquisition to promote driven athletes that are learning
appropriately and transferring what they learn to a game situation.
The coach is faced with the task of creating an environment and nurturing the mental side of the athlete
as well as teaching them skill. Below we discuss some of the key aspects that can help improve your
ability to serve your athletes.

Focusing on a process of improvement
There are different types of environments that drive learning. Optimal environments are when learners
are focused on small improvements overtime. While learners have goals during this time, excess
pressure to achieve these results does not exist. The journey in the pursuit of the desired results is very
important to both the student and the teacher. Other environments may stress goals and results only.
These are high pressure environments that may be suitable for elite performers, but it is not the type of
environment that promotes optimal learning.
It is important to know that when we focus on a process of improvement we should still have goals.
Goals are helpful. However, success is not measured solely by whether or not goals were met. The
focus of players should be on improving. A focus on the process promotes a growth mindset in athletes.
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Mindset – how to grow the right mindset in your players
Creating the environment that focuses on the process is the first step to creating a growth mindset in
your players. A growth mindset acknowledges that learning is paramount and with effort anything can
be achieved. It supports the phrase “champions are made not born”. In a growth mindset mistakes are
learning and you gain talent through a commitment to improving.
In a fixed mindset you believe you are born and stuck with your talents and what happens to you
reflects who you are and what you are worth.
According to Carol Dweck, Author of Mindset: The New Psychology of Success, there are 3 basic rules of
fixed and growth mindsets.
In a fixed mindset:
Rule 1: Attempt to look talented at all costs
Rule 2: Don’t work too hard or practice too much
Rule 3: When faced with setbacks, run away or conceal your deficiencies
In a growth mindset:
Rule 1: Learn, Learn, Learn!
Rule 2: Work with passion and dedication – effort is key
Rule 3: Embrace your mistakes and confront your deficiencies
Players with a growth mindset are easier for a coach to work with because they know that the goal is to
improve. In a fixed mindset, a player feels like they are as good as they can get and want to hide any
deficiencies they can, which stunts the learning process.
When coaches consistently teach players that mistakes are part of the learning process, and that
everyone can improve with the right amount of effort and a positive attitude, players will be on their
way to approaching the game with a growth mindset. A growth mindset does not come easy, and it is
possible for a growth mindset to show in some activities but not in others. The first two rules of a
growth mindset are the easiest to teach. Once you begin this process, you will likely find that the third
rule may prove difficult for many players.
For children, facing their issues head on is admitting that there is something wrong with them. This may
damage their ego and make them feel insecure, even if they understand that humbling themselves is the
only way they can get better. What must be stressed by coaches is that self‐worth is not connected to
their sport success but to their character. A coach should always teach character to their players, that is,
they should teach them good moral qualities that can help them in all areas of their life. This, along with
building trust with your team, will help your players get over rule 3 and enjoy the benefits of a growth
mind set.
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Motivation
Wouldn’t it be great if all your players were eager to start every practice and disappointed when it
ended? What if they all practiced on their own and honed their skills each offseason? Why do some
players do this while others do not? Undoubtedly, there are many answers to why some players work
on their game and are focused in practice while others do not. If we simplify our analysis and ask “why
do some players choose these things”, then we need to look no further than an individual’s motivation.
All coaches want motivated athletes. However, the science of motivation is often unknown to coaches.
While the basics of motivation are fairly simple, understanding how to relate it to your basketball team
has plenty of rewards.
Motivation can be either intrinsic, or extrinsic.
Intrinsic motivation – behaviors are created within a person because it is joyful and satisfying
Extrinsic motivation – behaviors are driven by external rewards (money, grades, results, praise,
avoiding punishment)
In the book, Drive: the Surprising Truth about What Motivates Us, Daniel Pink explores a new theory of
motivation that aligns with decades worth of research. Typically, leaders have been expected to
motivate individual with a punishment and rewards system which Pink refers to as “carrots and sticks”.
Rewards come from achieving a goal and are expected. Rewards include monetary gains for the working
adult, and for sports teams would mean trophies, ribbons, and pizza parties. Have you ever made your
team run when they gave up too many points in a game or didn’t do a drill perfectly? These are the
expected punishments that face teams when they fail at a goal and lose the reward. Through many
years of research psychologists have discovered that performance is actually better long term when
rewards and punishments are not expected. Rewards and punishments are examples of extrinsic
motivation. Rewards and punishments do actually work – in the short term. Performance decreases
over time when individuals are rewarded – or punished – with expected actions based on their results.
So how can a coach really motivate their team in order to get positive long term effects? Based on
Pink’s book, players will be more motivated if their intrinsic motivation is high. Again, intrinsic
motivation is linked to joy and satisfaction. Three traits of intrinsic motivation have been identified, and
all three can drive long‐term performance. These traits are autonomy, mastery, and purpose.
Autonomy – The desire to express choice and not to feel controlled or compelled to do something
Mastery – People are driven to improve their abilities and to excel at a task merely out of fun of doing
that activity
Purpose – Working towards something that is bigger than oneself. Purpose provides a context for
autonomy and mastery. Why are we doing this? Who are we doing this for?
How can a coach grow the intrinsic motivation in their players by following these three traits that
explain why people are really motivated?
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We must create a sense of autonomy on our teams. Players should have input and the freedom to
explore and learn from their mistakes. We do not have to dictate every detail as coaches. We are the
experts, but our players are the learners. They need the opportunity to take some ownership of their
learning experience.
Mastery is something a coach can provide. This directly relates to creating an environment focused on
the process and promoting a growth mindset. Players need to believe that they can get better while
having fun. Coaches must be competent at their sport, but also in creating the mindset for their athletes
to buy into what they are coaching.
Purpose is what drives everything. As coaches we must explore why we are coaching. What do we
really want to accomplish as a coach? Hopefully, most of us want to make a positive impact on the
young people we coach that will help lead them to being better people later in life. A coach’s purpose
must be bigger than just winning games. Strive to make a big impact and let your team know what
purpose your team has. Players can do this as well. Walk your players through the process of defining
why the play and why they are on the team.
When individuals have a sense of autonomy, purpose, and mastery their level of motivation goes up
quickly. Players won’t need to be told to “work harder” or “hustle”. They will give maximum effort
because their needs are being met. Coaching in order to create an environment where players have a
sense of purpose, autonomy, and feeling of mastery will enable your practices to be more energized and
intense than they have ever been.
When these are not present, your players may still work hard and give maximum effort at times, but
efforts likely will be unsustainable. It is easy to drive a players short term efforts. Threats of
punishments and promises of rewards will do this. Yelling at players to “work harder” may cause a
temporary improvement in effort and attitude but the coaches must question if the effects they see are
player engagement and learning, or if the players simply decided to listen to the coach this time.
Engagement is something that coaches should look for. Engagement means the players are focused and
committed to the task at hand. Commitment is something that all coaches desire in their players, but
many fail to get.

“We talk to our guys all the time about the difference between interest and
commitment. When you’re interested in something, you do it when it’s
convenient. When you’re committed to something, you do it all the time, even
when you lost that feeling that you originally had when you made the original
commitment.” Shaka Smart
In the quote above, Texas University Coach Shaka Smart describes what many coaches feel. How often
have you felt like you are fighting a losing battle to get your players engaged and focused and doing
their best to improve? The three traits of motivation will help coaches achieve that drive, focus, and
commitment that they desire in their players. Creating an environment to capture autonomy, mastery,
and purpose will help each player on your team have increased long‐term success.
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Motor learning
Caring about players and getting the right state of mind for learning contributes greatly to the success of
the team. Motivated players will focus and play hard almost no matter what they do in practice.
However, as a coach we want to focus on the goal of improving game performance and practices must
be planned with that goal in mind. Improving skills is paramount to increased game performance. This
is a fact that everyone can agree with. Most discussions about basketball by coaches, analysts, and fans
usually get to the opinion that players are not as skilled as they used to be. Former youth coaches often
wonder why nobody works on skill anymore. Players absolutely should work on skill and basketball
team practice should be focused on this. The fact is, do teams really not do any of the basic skills of
basketball anymore? What practice doesn’t involve shooting, passing, and dribbling? These are not the
only skills but they are the most easy to recognize skills in a basketball practice. If skills are being
practiced as a team but game improvement is believed to be slipping, what can a coach do to combat
this?
One area that goes a long way in answering that question is the topic of motor learning. Motor learning
theory explores how motor learning and skills are acquired. This field has been researched for decades,
though many coaches have yet to incorporate its ideas into practice. Largely, this is due to a lack of
understanding of what it is and how it can benefit players in the area of skill acquisition. While the
scientific definitions are highly technical, motor learning can be summed up as the science of learning
skill in any situation where body movement is involved. The principles explain ways in which skills can
be best practiced for the specific goal of game performance.

Motor Learning Concepts:
1. Retention and Transfer
Retention and transfer are the two terms that describe learning. Transfer describes the ability to use
what was learned and bring it into a new situation or environment. Retention describes whether
practice improvements remain the next day, week, or year.
Coaches should ask themselves: Is what I am doing transferring to games? Will their players
remember what was practiced and be able to perform the activity even if it is not practiced for a few
days? What elements determine this?
According to research discussed in the book, Nonlinear Pedagogy in Skill Acquisition an Introduction by
Chow ET. El, studies have shown that movement variability and game context improve both retention
and transfer in skill acquisition. This improvement in learning works for novice players and experts alike.
But why are movement variability and game context important to learning skill? Usually, when we talk
basketball skill our first images are that of players dribbling, shooting, and passing in an unopposed
matter. Countless drills focus on the technique, usually referred to as a technical skill, with just one
player involved. Now picture your players performing those drills. How do they move and how do they
act? Now picture them performing the same skill in a 5 on 5 game. Do they move in the same way? Are
there other factors involved in the game that were not involved when they were performing skills in a
practice drill?
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In basketball, players execute multiple skills simultaneously in a game. The skills are performed
against a defense and with teammates. Not only does a player have to perform a skill, they also have
many stimuli that must be perceived while it is happening in order to effectively execute in any given
situation. They must read the defense, see their teammates and anticipate actions of others while
continuing to execute the skill and make decisions based on the events that are occurring. If we practice
skills in isolation, where only one skill is focused on at any given time, with no external stimuli, are we
going far enough in matching practice activities to game activities? Can we call an isolated movement a
skill with confidence?
Chow defines skill as “considered as the coordination of a functional movement solution to achieve an
intended task goal, and not as the rehearsal of a specific movement pattern to be able to perform it
identically from trial to trial”. To summarize this we cannot perform an action in a game exactly the
same way each time. A skill also solves a problem which suggests the participant is perceiving
something and reacting to it to meet a goal.
When players practice in isolation, they certainly can have some success transferring that skill to a game.
But, the transfer is limited. Coaches refer to this as game slippage. Coaches watch their teams practice
and demand perfection during each drill. Once perfection is reached that coach feels pretty good about
the ability to improve in the next game. But, like many coaches, we watch our players make mistake
after mistake in a game on something we thought we practiced to perfection the previous night. What
is being witnessed is a lack of retention and transfer due to the way basketball skills were taught in
practice.

2. Specificity
Franklin Henry conducted research on skill acquisition in the 1960s and is largely regarded as the father
of specificity hypothesis of motor learning. He says that “every skill requires underlying abilities that is
required to perform successfully”. Specificity hypothesis states that if the task is to perform under one
condition and then tested under different conditions the conditions of the practice and the test should
be very similar.
A study conducted in 2016 by Adam Gorman and Michael Maloney and titled, Representative Design:
Does the addition of a defender change the execution of a basketball shot?, looked at advanced players
and how a game like situation changed their ability to shoot. Not only did the study find a 20% decrease
in shooting percentage with a defender, it was also found that the shooting mechanics changed. Players
shot faster, shot higher, and had longer jump times. The movements of the players while executing the
shot under defense was also more variable when shooting against the defense. The study didn’t even
account for decision making and perception of a game, since the shots were predefined, which studies
have also shown to decrease shooting percentages. One conclusion we can draw from this study is this:
players move different in situations that closely resemble a game, in comparison to how they move
when executing the same skill in an isolated situation.
This leaves an opportunity for a coach to make a practice mimic game environments more to reduce
game slippage. Do we really want our players having a 20% or higher drop in shooting percentage from
practice to games? How does this prepare them for an actual game situation? Games are unpredictable
and messy. Games force players to constantly adapt and make many decision. Adding game context
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into all practice drills can help a player’s performance because their movements will more closely
resemble their movements in a game.

3. Contextual Interference
In the research article, A Review of the Contextual Interference Effect in Motor Skill Acquisition, Richard
Magill and Kellie Halle describe contextual interference effect as:
“The contextual interference effect is a learning phenomenon where interference during practice is
beneficial to skill learning. That is, higher levels of contextual interference lead to poorer practice
performance than lower levels while yielding superior retention and transfer performance”
Should we believe that decreased practice performance leads to better learning? Without further
information this is incredibly counterintuitive. Whatever happened to the mantra “practice makes
perfect”, or “perfect practice makes perfect performance”? When it comes to games like basketball,
practice cannot be perfect because everything a performer does in a game is dependent on a wide
variety of variables that the performer does not control. Basketball games are messy and change
constantly. Why should we practice in an environment lacking variability? Contextual interference is an
added variable that makes a practice drill more like a game. It’s practicing multiple skills at once. It’s
forcing the player to make decisions while executing a skill. It’s adding defense and teammates so game
like decisions are made. When does a player ever have to focus on only one specific task in a game?
The answer is rarely to never. They may need to focus on one goal at a time, i.e. pass to a teammate,
get a rebound, prevent a score, and work with the team to get a shot. All of these goals incorporate
different skills and decisions at once. Framing the game this way also supports Chow’s definition of a
skill.
Adding contextual interference to common practice drills can greatly change the way that a coach runs
practice. One of the most commonly practiced drills in basketball are layup lines. Splitting the team up
into two lines at a perfect angle from the basket and practicing a two foot layup at three‐quarters speed
has little game transfer. It does not fit Chow’s definition of a skill, and it has no specificity. How can we
change this so that players would practice layups under more game like conditions? What if we made
the rebounding line help defenders? Once the ball handler reached a certain point on the court the
rebounding line would be allowed to defend. This suddenly creates a situation where no layup is the
same, much like in a game.
There are three guarantees in this drills based on the concept of contextual interference and the
broader topic ‐ motor learning: 1. Players will make less layups in practice 2. There will be mistakes 3.
Transfer and retention will be improved – when shooting percentage in practice increases, shooting
percentage in games will very likely increase.

Conclusion on motor learning
The three concepts of motor learning discussed are all related. They are a way for players to acquire
skills better than traditional training methods. An understanding of how players acquire skills can help
the coach design practice. Working with the concepts of specificity and contextual interference will
make your practices more game like. They will be messier but skills will transfer to the game quicker
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and allow players to retain what they learn from a practice to a game. This will not make players or
teams instantly better. But, practice performance will be transferred to game situations.

Types of Practice
In motor learning there are three distinct ways to practice skills: Block, variable, and random practice.
As mentioned earlier, Chow defines a skill as, “Considered as the coordination of a functional movement
solution to achieve an intended task goal, and not as the rehearsal of a specific movement pattern to be
able to perform it identically from trial to trial”
Traditionally skills in basketball and other dynamic sports have been split up into technical and tactical
skills. Technical skills are viewed as “the specific procedures to move one’s body to perform the task
that needs to be accomplished” (Coaching Basketball Technical and Tactical Skills, 2007). Tactical skills
are “the decisions and actions of players in the contest to gain an advantage over the opposing team or
players” (Coaching Basketball Technical and Tactical Skills, 2007).
However, based on Chow’s definition of skill, which was determined from decades of research on skill
development in sport, should there be a separation of the technical and tactical skills? We generally
think of the technical skills as the technique aspect removed from the game. The tactical skills are
thought of from more of a strategy standpoint and decisions players need to make in a team concept.
According to Chow, the skill includes the movement as well as the ability to apply it to a task goal, in
order to perform it in a trial. This suggests that the skills does not separate the decision making and
perception aspects of the task. Further, in our discussion on specificity, we found that body movements
in shooting actually change when a defender is added.
Perhaps Brian McCormick says in best in the book Developing Basketball Intelligence. He defines skills as
open and closed.
An open skill occurs in a changing environment where decisions and adjustments must be made “on
the run”.
A closed skill occur under fixed conditions, is predictable, and have clearly defined beginning and
ending points, like a free throw.
In basketball, most skill execution in games appears to be like an open skill. We can refer to closed
skills as technique. In basketball, most “skill” practice is done under a closed skill concept. When
learning and transfer was discussed it was explained why this is not an effective form of learning. This
isn’t to say that technique doesn’t need to be practiced. It is needed for learning. The focus however,
should be on practice that has game transfer. Players can work on closed skills on their own, but open
skills require a team.

Below are types of drills a coach can run in practice:
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Block – This is constant practice on one skill with no variability or changes. EX. Shooting from one spot
or alternating spots, unopposed dribbling drills with predetermined dribbling types and direction,
defensive slides, two line passing, three man weave, etc.
Variable – Drills where the skill is practiced in varying ways throughout the practice block. EX. Shooting
from one spot and moving one step in each time, changing the cross over types while dribbling back and
forth, doing a different type of layup each attempt.
Random – Executing multiple skills in a format where decisions to execute each can change. In this type
of practice more than one skill is worked on at a time and some type of perception/decision making
action is required. EX. Layups with a help defender, or 2v1 in the half court.
Block may certainly have a place in practice, especially when introducing a skill or concept, but the use
should be limited. Block practice may be the best a player can do on their own in the offseason, so we
should encourage this type of practice – in the offseason.
Variable practice is a step up from block and this can be used when practicing on your own as well.
Rather than shoot until you make 5 shots from one spot, change the spot each shot and the type of
shot. Meaning, shoot off the pass and dribble from multiple stops and do a different style of shot each
time.
Random practice is great for a team during the season. It incorporates multiple skills and puts them in
a decision making context. It creates a goal, and then the players are to find the best solution. This
takes the concepts of transfer and retention, specificity, and contextual interference and combines
them. It creates what many call “repetition without repetition”. This means that the skills are
constantly repeated, but due to the different variables in the drill, nothing ever is exactly the same.
According to Chow ET. El. Repetition without repetition “emphasizes each individual’s search for
functional coordinating solutions, rather than the constant repetition of a single ideal movement
pattern during practice”. This supports the belief that game‐like training should occur in order for
transfer of learning to take place. In situations where random practice is not optimal, variable practice is
best for transfer and retention.

Putting it all together
Coaching is meant to emphasize the most important part of youth sports: the kids. Coaches need to
think of the needs of the players first. This leads to a research based approach that explores mindset,
motivation, and motor learning. All of these topics are aimed at connecting with our players and
teaching them in the best possible way. But what does a practice look like if a coach focuses on these
concepts? Should they pick teams and roll the ball out and just let them play?
Based on the concepts of growth mindset, motivation, and motor learning practice looks like a place
where mistakes are encouraged, play is encouraged, learning is promoted, and both coaches and player
feel empowered by this positive learning. This does not mean we just roll the ball out and let them play.
It is a well thought out, organized practice that focuses on game‐like drills for the best possible learning
experience.
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Games Based Practice
Games‐based practice supports the concepts discussed in this guide. It helps create an environment of
growth mindset by providing the player with:




Many learning opportunities
An environments where effort above results is encouraged
Mistakes are encouraged, and players have many opportunities to fix deficiencies

The concepts of motivation are also involved:




Autonomy – players placed in game‐like environments and given opportunity to learn on their
own
Mastery – The entire focus of practice is game performance
Purpose‐ Why do players play? For growth and development and for opportunities of fun

Motor learning concepts are easily transferred into games‐based practices




Specificity – drills resemble games much closer than traditional practices
Contextual interference – This is included in all drills
Retention and Transfer – Through specificity, contextual interference, and encouraging learning
through action, players learn in a way is transferred into game performance

What practice types should be used?



Majority of practice will consist of random practice, aided by variable and block when needed
Skills practiced in block will immediately be moved to a random practice format for game
context

Sample practice design for beginner to intermediate level practices with a games based approach:
1hr 15min practice
5 minutes


Meet and explain expectation for practice, go over core values, go over your character building
point

10 minutes



Warm up
Movement skills with and without ball (strive for variable and random practice)
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20 minutes





Random/variable skill specific practice with small sided games
Multiple skills may be practiced at one time, but emphasis can be placed on one skill
5‐7 minutes of technique if required, move quickly to game context
Remember, technique is needed, but players can adapt and learn during a game situation. Give
it time and repetition

25 minutes



Small sided games aimed at teaching broader game concepts
Remember, players are still executing skills while doing these games, try to get as many
reps as possible

15 minutes




Teaching scrimmage
Emphasize execution of skills practiced
Emphasize execution of concepts practiced

This is just an example, but the key idea is that most of practice should be in a game environment. This
is a messier, faster paced type of practice. Traditional practices use a large amount of block practice. In
block practice, improvements may come quickly. However, this improvement will not transfer to game
performance. While improvements in a random practice environment do not come quickly any
improvements seen will transfer to a game since the skills are practiced in a game like environment. In
fact, if practice is effective, coaches have seen an increase of performance from practice to a game.
Reminder on hard work, effort, and game speed:
Some of the most frequent feedback coaches give is to work harder, give more effort, hustle, and go at
game speed. If players are not doing this, it may simply be due to the design of the drills you are using.
Games based practices incorporate drill that need to be run at full speed. If designed right, the drill
will demand the speed and effort, not the coach.
Example:
Layups lines:
How easy is it for players to go less than game speed in layup lines? How does it help their game
performance if they go half speed?
Chaser layups is a drill that forces the offensive player to go at a game pace and forces them to finish
with some defensive pressure. In this drill there are two lines. One player has the ball. Usually the
inside line near the edge of the lane, under the basket, facing the three point line. One cone is at top of
the key. The offense must dribble around that cone, attack basket, and do a layup. The next line is
defense. In front of them outside the 3pt line is a cone. The distance depends on how much of an
advantage you want the offense to have. When the dribble start the defense sprints around the cone
and tries to get back and play defense on the driver.
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This simple change makes the layup more game‐like and demands that the offensive player gives a game
like effort.

Sample Practice Drills
Dribbling Drills
Drill for Technique:
1. Block drills for dribbling technique
2. In place
3. Up to full speed, teaching different moves
Block drills for ball handling should be used to introduce proper technique and a variety of moves. Limit
the amount of time spent on block drills to about 5 minutes per practice if needed. Move the
techniques and moves practiced in block drills to game like drills as soon as possible.
Technique drills can also be used to teach players what type of things they can work on with their own
time.

Games–based drills
Dribble Tag



Traditional tag‐ pick someone who is it and play for allotted amount of time (1‐2 minutes at a
time)
Can constrain the space for more activity

Sharks and Minnows








Start on the baseline
Pick 1 or 2 sharks to start.
Sharks will tag players when players start dribbling with goal of getting to opposite baseline.
Have dribblers end with jump stop and pivot
Tagged players will join the sharks
Can add context to this by picking a few more sharks to start, and make them get a player out by
forcing a turnover without fouling (player will join sharks if they lose the ball out of the
boundaries, defense gets it)
This makes the sharks look more like defenders
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Can require dribbler to make X number of dribble cross over moves during this game

Classic Dribble Knockout






Every player has a ball
Stay within determined boundaries.
Knock the basketball of other players out of bounds while maintaining control of your basketball
Last player remaining is the winner
Can change the size of boundaries as the game progresses

Gauntlet tag











Players start in line out of bounds under one basket
Use 3 or more defenders that will “defend” preset boundaries
Use baseline to first volleyball 10 foot line and sidelines as one boundary, 1st volleyball 10 foot
line to second volleyball 10 foot line and sidelines as 2nd boundary and 2nd 10 foot line to
baseline.
A player will be defending each boundary
Defenders have ball and must keep their dribble while attempting to touch the offensive player
in their boundary only
If tagged, the offensive player stops in the zone they were tagged in and becomes defender
Defender who got the tag will immediately dribble down the court towards the baseline. They
are now the offensive player.
When a player gets to the opposite baseline they sprint back to the offensive line
Can make it difficult by sending a new player before the current one is finished. Makes the
game more faced paced
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Gauntlet tag (defenders without basketballs)






Same set up as above but defenders do not have a ball
Goal is to stop the offensive player, no fouls
Offense switches if there is a turn over
Offense goal is to go down the court and score
Can add a defender in each zone AND an offensive player and require passing. Can do this one
no dribble

Foosball Tag






Similar to the first set up of gauntlet tag, every player has a ball
Instead of boundaries, defenders must stay on one line, like the game of foosball
EX. FT line extended sideline to sideline, half court, and FT line
Same goal and flow as gauntlet tag, less freedom for defenders, easier for offense. Can have
different number of defenders on the lines, like foosball
Credit: learntocoachbasketball.com

Team Tag


Make X number of teams
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Organize them to start in different areas of the court
On “Go” the teams work together to tag members of the other teams while keeping their
dribble
Game goes until there is only one team remaining
Credit: learntocoachbasketball.com

1 v 1 full court






This can replace zig zag drill and works on defense as well
Start at baseline with court constraints, between sideline and volleyball line
Play this way until half court, then offense tries to score on a layup
Defense works to keep the offensive player in front by moving their feet
If beat, teach turn and run for players to get back in front of the offensive player

2 v 2 full court Rugby rules










Best drill for game like dribbling
Start on one end with inbounds pass, 2v2, offense going to other side looking to score
Once inbounded, offense can only pass backwards
Offense must dribble across half court
After possession changes on made shot, miss, or TO same rules apply and defense becomes
offense
After going down and back, team that started on offense starts on defense and new team is in
Emphasize keeping head up and looking for teammate under pressure and dribbling with
defensive pressure
Add difficulty by adding 3rd defender
Credit: leartocoachbasketball.com

Passing Drills
Technique
Traditional passing technique would have players focus on chest, bounce, baseball, and overhead
passes. Many say chest and bounce are the most important. However, typically when teaching players
to pass we teach a pass that comes straight from their chest to the chest of the player they are passing
to. Now picture this with defense. This pass cannot be made with defense and a player is almost always
moving in some way (at least pivoting) before the pass is made.




Teach technique of passes that will be made in games
This includes a pivot
Typically passes thrown left are led with the left hand, and passes to the right are led with the
right hand
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Since passing is so greatly influenced by the defense and the offensive player reading both their
teammate and defender to make the pass, practice in game situations frequently

Game like passing drills
2 v 1 passing











Groups of 3 players
One player starts with the ball
Defender on the passer
Other offensive player starts across from the other offensive player
O1 pivots and looks to find open player.
O2 can move, and should move to create angle for the pass
Can limit how close O2 can get to O1
After O1 completes the pass, they become defense, defense becomes offense and creates angle
so passer can pass to them
Can use no dribbles, or give player some dribbles to teach how they can create the passing angle
Can require a certain number of pivots

2 v 1 full court




2 offensive players on opposite side of the lane
Start facing each other and one with a ball
Defender out of bounds at the baseline
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Goal is for the two players to sprint down the court passing to each other without traveling
Defense can go when they hit the three point line, volleyball line, or half court, depending on
passing ability
You should want the defender to at least be able to interfere with the last pass and the shot
Goal is to score smoothly while reading the defender and without stopping
Credit: Bballimmersion.com

3 v 1 full court






Similar to above but with 3 lines at baseline, these are the offensive players
No dribble. Goal is to move ball quickly down the court with the pass. Middle to wing, back to
middle, to other wing, etc.
Defender starts at the 3 point line facing the offense
Can start defending as soon as first pass is made
Offense must pass around the defense
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3 v 2 full court


Same as above but can start with defenders at half court to give offense momentum

3v3 or 4v4 or 5 v 5 volleyball passing















Best game for high passing reps with game context
Named volleyball passing because you can use volleyball lines for boundaries, but really can use
any boundaries based on number of players, size, and ability
The focus here is on completing passes to a teammate. Goal is 20‐50 passes
One team is on offense. One is on defense. Let’s call them blue and red team
Red team start on offense. Begins to pass to teammates, no dribble, against the defense
Blue team goal on defense is to cause TO
TO is losing ball to the defense, or the ball going out of bounds, no matter who it is off, ball will
go to defense
If red completes 4 passes before TO, they must remember that number
Blue takes over and completes passes until a TO
Red starts again. They start their count at 5
Play goes to determined goal
Can vary no dribble, 1 dribble, 2 dribble, require a number of pivots
This variation will force players to think about timing and passing lanes more, and explore ways
to create these
Credit: learntocoachbasketball.com

3 v 3 full and half court no dribble



Create a competitive game, object can be to score
Rules are no dribbling

Shooting and layups
Shooting form should be taught to players. This is the starting point. Layup technique must also be
taught. However, form does not have to be perfect before incorporating more game like drills or
variable drills.

Layup Tips
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Build layup technique starting with no dribble, two step layups for both right and left hand
Then one dribble, then two, then a driving layup
Teach two step layup, but also two foot layup. This is the one that is used more often in
basketball, especially when there is a help defender
Depending on the players level add as many layup finishing moves as possible, but always move
to a more game like situation
Don’t only do layups coming in from the wing at the perfect angle! The hard angle layup is often
missed in basketball games. Take a different approach every time you work on layup technique

Layup Drills with game context
Chaser layup drills









One player has the ball, usually the inside line near the edge of the lane, under the basket,
facing the three point line.
One cone is at top of the key. The offense must dribble around that cone, attack basket, and do
a layup.
A second line of players are the defenders. In front of them outside the 3pt line is a cone.
The distance depends on how much of an advantage you want the offense to have
When the offensive player begins dribbling, the defense sprints around the cone and tries to get
back and play defense
Vary the starting positions and the distance for defense to vary the pressure
TEACH SAFETY, no undercutting, closely monitor this
Credit: learntocoachbasketball.com

Weak side help layups







Offense starts on the wing
Defender on weak side out of the lane, start at least a step out of the lane
Offense attacks and finishes against the defense
Opportunity to teach the player to push ahead and finish in one dribble
Encourage getting to the hoop, do not allow pull up jumpers!
Encourage players to use a variety of moves, experiment, and be creative

2v1 weak side help layups




Same as above, add an offensive player on the weak side
Offensive player attacks, teach to attack and still try to finish, while keeping head up to pass to
teammate if open
Vary where the attacker starts
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2v1 finishing





2 offensive players wide on the wings one with the ball
Defender at the free throw line
Offensive player starts with a drive hard to hoop
If defense can stop them then pass to the cutting teammate

1v1





Be creative as a coach
There are many games to play 1v1 in varying ways
Use cones similar to the chaser layups, but vary so defense can get in front of offense
Use different spots of court and different finishing moves
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Attacking the close out





One line on one wing, first player with ball. Offensive player on the opposite wing
Defender in the lane near basket
Swing pass to the wing, close out by the defense, offensive player attacks and drives to score
Can teach both offensive and defensive footwork on the drive

Shooting
While technique and some block practice should be done, in reality there is little time for this in
practice. Practice it as needed and work to get into more games like practice. Remember that players
will also be getting more shots in practice that are game like if you do a number of small sided games
Right now, the focus will be on variable and games based shooting drills

2 balls 3 person shooting









In groups of 3 distribute 2 balls
On go time 1‐2 minutes, players with balls will shoot and get their own rebound
Player without ball will relocate and catch ball for shot
Player that passes will immediately relocate to receive a pass and shoot
This continues
Can require players to call name to teach communication and to count their makes
Can play as competition between groups
Goal is to get up as many shots as possible in the allotted time

3 person shooting to 1v1


In groups of 3 or 4, one player with the ball
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They will be in mid‐range depending on ability, or wherever you would like them to shoot
Catch and shoot, focus on getting into shot on the catch and shooting with proper form
Other players rebound, shooter starts near wing and shuffles a couple step, catch and shoot
again
Go back and forth until player makes 3
After the third make, the rebounder tosses ball back and runs out close out and they play one
on one
After the 1v1 switch shooters

4 person shooting 2v2



Same as above but in groups of four with the two offensive players defined before one person
starts shooting
After they make 3 shots the two rebounder will pass the ball out and play 2v2

Chaser jump shots




Arrange the cones similar to chaser layups
Offensive player will dribble around cone near elbow, after getting around the cone will stop
and shoot off the dribble
Defender will run around cone near the other elbow and run to the offensive player to contest
the shot

Rapid fire shooting



Groups of 3, 4 or 5 depending on number of baskets
1 less ball than players
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If 3 players, 2 balls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5iZf5D8Ib8
Many varieties to this, can get any shot you want

Basketball partner shooting with decision


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4K0ZzPG_Eyc

Individual Defense
Mirror Drill/shuffle drill











Teaches shuffle in more game like manner
Shuffle technique is much different when doing it out of game context, i.e. with no offense
Players face each other at opposite ends of the lane near the baseline, can use any boundaries
though
On Go they get into stance
One is the leader, the other has the goal to follow the other player
The player following must react and use their feet in proper stance to keep up with the leader
Play for about 30 seconds
Can split into groups and all players go at the same time, limit the space so they move back and
forth quickly
Can be used as a warm up, where players do the mirror drill, and then coach tosses ball down
the court
1st player to get it is offense, then play 1v1

Full court 1v1





Described above in dribbling drills
This should replace the zig zag drill
This is a game like version
Players will work on defending in this drill like they need to in a game
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Half court 1v1




Start above the 3 point line
Offensive player must stay on one side of the courts
Defense goal is to pressure them and keep them in front

Half court 2v2







Practice pressure defense
One offensive player with the ball
Defender is to pressure them and work to keep them in one spot
Offensive player can drive and look to pass to their teammate
Other defender is working on denying the pass
Can also teach whatever your defensive philosophies are here, but point of this set up is to
make the defenders work on applying large amounts of pressure without getting beat

Small Sided Games
These are a variety of half court and full court games. These games work on a number of skills and all
work on getting a high number of reps. Offense, defense, or both may be emphasized in these games.
Because they are all game like a wide variety of skills and techniques may be emphasized. Do not focus
on too much at once. Players can only handle so much. But, if they continually execute skills with a goal
in mind they will learn all aspects of basketball while playing. Keep these games short to promote high
number of repetition.
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Tips for small sided games









Keep games short for high reps
These teach skills, concepts, and strategy – use them for what you need
Are for both offense and defense
Choose what you emphasize – but don’t emphasize too much
Give the players some freedom – keep the feedback short and only when really needed
Challenge players to try new things and correct mistakes on their own
Keep them competitive, but make sure players are having fun
Can and should be used to teach all skills, concepts and strategies – CANNOT stress this
enough – coaches do not necessarily need block drills to teach the skills and concepts they
want to teach. Try small sided games first

1v2 2v1 full court







Two defenders start under the basket behind the baseline on opposite sides of the lane facing
down the court
Offensive player is at the free throw line facing the defense
The offense receives a pass from the defense and immediately turns and tries to out run the
defense and score on the opposite hoop
Once the offense scores or loses possession the defense comes back down 2 on 1
Emphasize making full speed layups
Teach spacing on two on one and layups only on two on one
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2v3 3v2 full court






Same set up but offense starts with two and on an inbound pass
Defense is on the court with 3 players
2 players work on trapping
When the defense gets the ball come back 3v2
Also do 3v4 4v3 for further practice against the trap, this can be very effective in building a press
break and teaching players to organize and space against a trap

3v3 advantage



Three defensive players facing baseline across the 3 point line
Three offensive players spread out, middle and two wide on each side behind the baseline,
facing down the court
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Defensive player passes to the offense, defender then sprints to the baseline touches it and
sprints back to get back into the play
The offensive players attack and try to score 3v2 before the defender gets back
After a change of possession go back 3v3
Teach offense fast break 3v2 with advantage
Attack the defense and be decisive, take uncontested shot or a layup
Can do this also 4v4 and 5v5

3v3 continuous half court











Split up into teams of 3
One team starts on offense while one starts on defense
Play continues until a team scores or defense gets the ball
If the offense scores they stay, take the ball out past the 3 point line and attacks again
Defense is out, new defense is in
If defense gets the stop, they take the ball out and attack
Offense gets off the court, new team in on defense
Play to a certain number of points, keep it short, maybe 5 by 2’s and 3’s
Teach after the game ends
Can change the rules, no dribble, assisted baskets only, defense loses point if they give up
offensive rebound, etc.

3v3 Wildcat Half court








Game starts with one team on offense one on defense
Offense can only pass behind the 3 point line or on a direct cut to the basket
Emphasize cutting to get open, and cutting to basket
Can teach v cut and give and go out of this, use guided defense to start if necessary
Can also teach concepts of pass and cut motion out of this
TIP: players will almost always naturally start pass‐cut‐replace in this if they are taught proper
spacing
Credit: learntocoachbasketball.com

3v3 wildcat, pass and screen away





Set up same as above, can only pass above 3 pt. line and on a curl directly to the basket
Can teach screens out of this, starting with guided defense
Teaches players to read the screen and defense to curl to hope or pop out for pass
Can also teach the fade cut out of this
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3v3 recognition half court






Three offensive players start above the 3 point line, with three defenders directly in front of
them
On Go, offense turns, one has ball, touches half court and attacks
Defense turns, touches baselines and then gets in position to defend
Communicate on defense, stop the ball
Offense attack and make the defense guard you

2v2 drive and pass






One offensive player at half court towards one sideline with ball, one defender hands length in
front of them
Second offensive player on the opposite side block, with second defender on them
On GO, offense attacks and attempts to get to hoop, if defense helps find the open player
One pass only is allowed. Purpose is to create for yourself and teammate
Can limit dribbles or put a time limit on shot

3v3 low post player






Two players on perimeter at top of the key and wing
Post player near the block, all offensive players are guarded
Players look to score
Shot must be from the low post, or from a pass directly out of the post
Integrate post moves into game situation, work on kick outs, and cutting when the ball goes into
the post

3v3 High Post




Same as above, except two players start at opposite wings and post at the free throw line
Post must catch at high post
Shot must be from post or from a direct pass from the post

3v3 half court advantage






Start 3v3 wings, and top of key, but can shift the players around, including high post and low
post based on your offensive sets
The defender guarding the offensive player with the ball has their back turned creating a small
advantage
Game starts on a hard drive to hoop to draw help defense
Offensive players keep spacing and when help comes driver finishes, kicks out, or passes to
teammate cutting to the hoop
Can help to teach help defense out of this as well as what to do on offense when there is a drive
to the hoop
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Conclusion
Successful coaching involves understanding many different principles and putting the players first. This
guide gives the basics of growth mindset, motivation, motor learning, and understanding different types
of practice. All of these subjects are connected. A games‐based practiced is the best way to work on
building a growth mindset, increasing motivation in players, and help learning through increased
retention and transfer. Some of these parts can be successful, but the best coaches understand each
and every part. The games based examples in this guide are meant to be a starting point for coach’s
education. There are countless learning opportunities out there in books and online. Use these
principles to jumpstart your coaching development and as inspiration to design your own games to use
in practice.
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